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Subject of the Grievance:
The grievant was demoted and disciplined for actions that resulted in an uncontrolled gas release,
loss of service to customers and repairing the leak without following procedures.

The grievant is a Working Foreman B with an employment date of July 24, 1983. The grievant at the
time of the incident was on a Written Reminder for conduct.

The grievant had a crew member break a pipe that in his opinion was abandoned which is customary
practice. The grievant failed to follow procedures to verify whether the pipe was abandoned or in
service. Once the pipe was broken it was apparent that the pipe was not abandoned. The grievant
proceeded to stop the leak, but in doing so ignored the safety rules and procedures.

The grievant as the crew leader had several employees who were not OQ'd install Dresser fittings
without bagging and tapping the main.

The parties discussed at length the appropriateness of the demotion for life. It is clear that better
judgment should have been used and employees do not get to pick and choose which safety rules to
follow. This grievant placed him and his crew members in harms way and failed to follow established
procedures. There was agreement that the DML was appropriate.

The parties are in agreement that the DML is appropriate. The Demotion is appropriate for the
duration of the DML. If there are no further safety infractions attributed to this employee he then can
bid back to the Working Foreman classification once the DML is deactivated.




